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(54) USER EQUIPMENT, NETWORK NODE, AND MEASUREMENT METHOD

(57) The present invention provides a method exe-
cuted by a network node. The method comprises: trans-
mitting ProSe resource measurement indication informa-
tion to user equipment, wherein the ProSe resource
measurement indication information comprises informa-
tion indicating the positions of the ProSe resources in a
time-frequency domain and identity information of refer-

ence signals on the ProSe resources; and transmitting
ProSe resource measurement report configuration infor-
mation to the user equipment. Also provided is a corre-
sponding network node and user equipment. According
to the present invention, the user equipment can meas-
ure the Sidelink resources and report a measurement
result to a base station.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical field of wireless communication. More particularly, the present
invention relates to a measurement method for Device-to-Device Communication (D2D) and a corresponding network
node and user equipment.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Modern wireless mobile communication systems present two significant characteristics. One is high-speed
broadband, for example, the fourth generation wireless mobile communication system has a bandwidth of up to 100
MHz and a downlink speed of up to 1 Gbps. The other characteristic is mobile interconnection, which promotes emerging
services, such as WAP, mobile phone video-on-demand, online navigation and the like. These two characteristics
propose higher requirements for wireless mobile communication technology. Such requirements mainly include: ultra-
high-speed wireless transmission, inter-region interference suppression, mobile reliable signal transmission, distribut-
ed/centralized signal processing and the like. To satisfy the development requirements above, in a future, more enhanced
Fourth Generation (4G) or Fifth Generation (5G) wireless mobile communication system, various corresponding key
technologies will begin to be proposed and demonstrated, arousing the attention of researchers in the field.
[0003] In order to meet the above development needs, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Organization
discussed and adopted the key technology of device-to-device (D2D) communication technology as an enhanced Fourth
Generation wireless mobile communication system at the 58th plenary session. D2D technology can realize local com-
munication or peer-to-peer communication without access to the core network. The transmission method using D2D
technology plays a very active role in alleviating the load of a base station and prolonging the battery life of a mobile
terminal. Generally, according to whether the scenario where the user equipment implementing D2D transmission (here-
inafter referred to as D2D user equipment) is located is covered by a macro base station, D2D user equipment scenarios
may be divided into: under network coverage, without network coverage, and under partial network coverage, wherein
the scenario of partial network coverage refers to the case including D2D user equipment under network coverage and
without network coverage.
[0004] In the scenario of partial network coverage, some D2D user equipments may function as a relay to forward
ProSe (Proximity-based Services) to increase network coverage. Therefore, when the D2D user equipment is in coverage
of the base station, the base station provides the ProSe to it. When the D2D user equipment is in coverage of the relay,
a relay provides the ProSe to it. Considering the mobility of the D2D user equipment, it is necessary to reselect access
to a base station or a relay. In order to ensure the continuity of the service, when the D2D user equipment reselects
access to the base station or the relay, it needs to obey the control of the base station. Therefore, the user equipment
needs to measure radio resources and report a measurement result to the base station, so that the base station can
make a correct judgment.

SUMMARY

[0005] According to one aspect of the present invention, the present invention provides a method executed by a
network node. The method comprises: transmitting ProSe resource measurement indication information to user equip-
ment, wherein the ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions
of the ProSe resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources;
and transmitting ProSe resource measurement report configuration information to the user equipment.
[0006] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
driving criterion triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user equipment.
[0007] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information, which is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PSCell in the event driving criterion
with Sidelink. Herein, the Sidelink refers to an air interface between user equipment and user equipment and used for
the transmission of ProSe direct communication and ProSe direct discovery.
[0008] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a serving Sidelink is greater than an absolute threshold.
[0009] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a servicing Sidelink is less than an absolute threshold.
[0010] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset of a serving PCell/PSCell.
[0011] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
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report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than an absolute threshold.
[0012] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a serving PCell/PSCell is less than an absolute threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another
absolute threshold.
[0013] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset of a SCell.
[0014] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering the user equipment to transmit a meas-
urement report when the serving Sidelink is less than the absolute threshold and the neighbor Sidelink is greater than
another absolute threshold.
[0015] According to another aspect of the present invention, provided is a network node, comprising: a first transmitting
unit, configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement indication information to user equipment, wherein the ProSe
resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the ProSe resources in
a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources; and a second transmitting
unit, configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement report configuration information to the user equipment.
[0016] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
driving criterion triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user equipment.
[0017] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information, which is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PSCell in the event driving criterion
with Sidelink.
[0018] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a serving Sidelink is greater than an absolute threshold.
[0019] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a servicing Sidelink is less than an absolute threshold.
[0020] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset of a serving PCell/PSCell.
[0021] In an embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than an absolute threshold.
[0022] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a serving PCell/PSCell is less than an absolute threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another
absolute threshold.
[0023] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement
report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset of a SCell.
[0024] In one embodiment, the event driving criterion comprises: triggering the user equipment to transmit a meas-
urement report when the serving Sidelink is less than the absolute threshold and the neighbor Sidelink is greater than
another absolute threshold.
[0025] According to another aspect of the present invention, provided is a method executed by user equipment. The
method comprises: receiving ProSe resource measurement indication information from a network node, wherein the
ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the ProSe re-
sources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources; and receiving
ProSe resource measurement report configuration information from the network node.
[0026] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
driving criterion triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user equipment.
[0027] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information, which is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PSCell in the event driving criterion
with Sidelink.
[0028] According to another aspect of the present invention, provided is user equipment, comprising: a first receiving
unit, configured to receive ProSe resource measurement indication information from a network node, wherein the ProSe
resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the ProSe resources in
a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources; and a second receiving
unit, configured to receive ProSe resource measurement report configuration information from the network node.
[0029] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
driving criterion triggering user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user equipment.
[0030] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information, which is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PSCell in the event driving criterion
with Sidelink.
[0031] According to the present invention, the user equipment can measure the Sidelink resources and report a
measurement result to the network node.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] The above descriptions and other features of the present invention will become more apparent from the following
detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 shows a flow diagram of a ProSe resource measurement configuration indication information according to
the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of user equipment reporting a measurement result according to the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a method executed by a network node according to the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a flow diagram of a method executed by user equipment according to the present invention;

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of a network node according to the present invention; and

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of user equipment according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0033] A radio resource measurement method applicable to D2D user equipment and a network node and D2D user
equipment (UE) performing the method, provided in the present invention, will be described herein in detail with reference
to the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments. It is to be noted that the present invention shall not be limited
to the embodiments described below. In addition, for simplicity, a detailed description of the known art not directly related
to the present invention is omitted to prevent confusion with the understanding of the present invention.
[0034] In the following description, an LTE mobile communication system and its subsequent evolved releases are
used as exemplary application environments to set forth embodiments of the present invention in detail. It is to be noted,
however, that the present invention is not limited to the following embodiments and may be applicable to other wireless
communication systems, such as a future 5G cellular communication system. In the following, unless otherwise indicated,
the communication systems, network nodes and user equipment mentioned refer to communication systems, network
nodes and user equipment that support D2D.
[0035] In the present invention, D2D user equipment measures a demodulation reference signal of a network node,
and reports a measurement result to the network node (for example, a base station) when a certain condition is satisfied.
As shown in Fig. 1, firstly, the network node 10 configures ProSe resource measurement indication information to the
user equipment UE 20 (S201). The UE 20 receives the ProSe resource measurement indication information (S202) and
measures the RSRP value or the RSRQ value of a reference signal on a corresponding time-frequency resource (S203).
In addition, when the event driving criterion is satisfied, the UE 20 may also be triggered to report the measurement
value (not shown in Fig. 1, which is described in detail below).
[0036] Similar to the radio resource measurement configuration of cellular user equipment, in this application, the
ProSe radio resource measurement configuration of the user equipment comprises a measurement object, a report
configuration, a measurement identifier, a quantity configuration, and a measurement gap, and the like. Herein, the
measurement object (ProSe radio resource) is an uplink resource pool configured by an LTE network for the ProSe.
The position of the resource pool in the time-frequency domain is indicated to the user equipment by the cell sl-Com-
mResourcePool. The characteristics of the resource pool, such as measSidelink-Id, synchronizing signal identity
(SLSSID), the physical identity (physCellId) of a cell to which the resouce pool belongs, and scramblingIdentity of a
reference signal for measurement on the resource pool, are all configured to the user equipment by signaling Meas-
Sidelink-Config. The structure of the signaling cell MeasSidelink-Config is as follows.
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[0037] Wherein the structure of signaling SL-CommResourcePool is as follows:

[0038] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a method executed by a network node according to the present invention. As shown
in Fig. 3, the method starts from step S310.
[0039] At S320, the network node transmits ProSe resource measurement indication information to UE. The ProSe
resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the ProSe resources in
a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources.
[0040] In an embodiment, the user equipment may receive a ProSe discovery signal or a ProSe communication signal
in a corresponding time-frequency domain according to ProSe resource measurement indication information MeasSide-
link-Config received from a network node. Then, the user equipment may descramble a demodulation reference signal
according to the instruction of MeasSidelink-Config and then measure the RSRP value or the RSRQ value of the
demodulation reference signal.
[0041] At S330, the network node transmits ProSe resource measurement report configuration information to the user
equipment. In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
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driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user
equipment.
[0042] For example, the user equipment may trigger the measurement report according to the configuration information
in a cell ReportConfigSidelink when the condition is satisfied. Wherein the configuration information ReportConfigSidelink
comprises driving criteria for report triggering events S1-S7 and corresponding parameters such as thresholds, offsets
and the like. The specific structure is as follows:

[0043] In an embodiment, event S1 may be described as that serving Sidelink is better than a absolute threshold. In
this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S1 satisfies an entry condition when the condition S1-1 is satisfied;
1> consider that event S1 satisfies an exit condition when the condition S1-2 is satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObjectSidelink as serving sidelink; 
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wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:
Msl is a measurement result of the serving sidelink, regardless of any offset; the unit is dBm when the measurement
result is RSRP, and the unit is dB when the measurement result is RSRQ.

[0044] Hys is a lag parameter and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is dB.
[0045] Thresh refers to threshold and is configured in sl-Threshold in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is consistent
with that of Msl.
[0046] In one embodiment, event S2 may be described as that the serving Sidelink is worse than an absolute threshold.
In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S2 satisfies an entry condition when the condition S2-1 is satisfied;
1> consider that event S2 satisfies an exit condition when the condition S2-2 is satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObjectSidelink as serving sidelink; 

wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:
Msl is a measurement result of the serving sidelink, regardless of any offset; the unit is dBm when the measurement
result is RSRP, and the unit is dB when the measurement result is RSRQ.

[0047] Hys is a lag parameter and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is dB.
[0048] Thresh refers to threshold and is configured in sl-Threshold in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is consistent
with that of Msl.
[0049] In an embodiment, event S3 may be described as that a neighbor sidelink is better than an offset relative to a
serving PCell/PSCell. In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S3 satisfies an entry condition when the condition S3-1 is satisfied;
1> consider that event S3 satisfies an exit condition when the condition S3-2 is satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObjectSidelink as neighbor sidelink; 

wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:
Mnsl is a measurement result of the neighbor sidelink, regardless of any offset; the unit is dBm when the measurement
result is RSRP, and the unit is dB when the measurement result is RSRQ.

[0050] Ofn is a frequency offset on the frequency occupied by the neighbor sidelink, and is configured in IE report-
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ConfigSidelink;
Ocn is an offset of a cell to which the neighbor sidelink belongs, and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink;
Mp is a measurement result of PCell/PSCell, regardless of any offset; the unit is dBm when the measurement result is
RSRP, and the unit is dB when the measurement result is RSRQ.
[0051] Ofp is a frequency offset on the frequency occupied by PCell/PSCell and is configured in IE reportConfigEUTRA;
Ocp is an offset of a cell to which PCell/PSCell belongs, and is configured in IE reportConfigEUTRA;
Hys is a lag parameter and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is dB.
[0052] Off is the offset parameter for this event and is configured in s3-Offset in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is
consistent with that of Mnsl.
[0053] In an embodiment, event S4 may be described as that neighbor Sidelink is better than a absolute threshold.
In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S4 satisfies an entry condition when the condition S4-1 is satisfied;
1> consider that event S4 satisfies an exit condition when the condition S4-2 is satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObiectSidelink as neighbor sidelink; 

wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:
Mnsl is a measurement result of the neighbor sidelink, regardless of any offset; the unit is dBm when the measurement
result is RSRP, and the unit is dB when the measurement result is RSRQ.

[0054] Ofn is a frequency offset on the frequency occupied by the neighbor sidelink, and is configured in IE report-
ConfigSidelink;
Ocn is an offset of a cell to which the neighbor sidelink belongs, and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink,
Hys is a lag parameter and is configured in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is dB.
[0055] Thresh refers to threshold and is configured in s4-Threshold in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is consistent
with that of Mnsl.
[0056] In an embodiment, event S5 may be described as that serving PCell/PSCell is worse than a absolute threshold
and neighbor sidelink is better than another absolute threshold. In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S5 satisfies entry conditions when the conditions S5-1 and S5-2 are satisfied;
1> consider that event S5 satisfies exit conditions when the conditions S5-3 and S5-4 are satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObjectSidelink as neighbor sidelink; 
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wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:

Thresh1 refers to threshold and is configured in s5- Threshold1 in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is consistent
with that of Mp.
Thresh2 refers to threshold and is configured in s5-Threshold2 in IE reportConfigSidelink; the unit is consistent
with that of Mnsl.

[0057] In an embodiment, event S6 may be described as that a neighbor sidelink is better than an offset relative to a
SCell. In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S6 satisfies an entry condition when the condition S6-1 is satisfied;
1> consider that event S6 satisfies an exit condition when the condition S6-2 is satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum indicated in measObjectEUTRA as SCell; 

wherein parameters in the formulas are defined as follows:
Ocs is an offset of a serving cell and is configured in IE reportConfigEUTRA;

[0058] In an embodiment, event S7 may be described as that serving sidelink is worse than a absolute threshold and
neighbor sidelink is better than another absolute threshold. In this case, the user equipment needs to:

1> consider that event S7 satisfies entry conditions when the conditions S7-1 and S7-2 are satisfied;
1> consider that event S7 satisfies exit conditions when the conditions S7-3 and S7-4 are satisfied;
1> take the frequency spectrum of a resource pool indicated in measObjectSidelink as neighbor sidelink; 
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[0059] In addition, in an embodiment, one bit in high layer signaling may be used to indicate whether to replace
PCell/PSCell in measurement reporting events A1-A6 in cell ReportConfigEUTRA with Sidelink. Specifically, it is possible
to use signaling useSidelink-r13 for indication. The structure of this cell is as follows:
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[0060] In an embodiment, when the above conditions are satisfied to trigger a measurement event, the user equipment
will transmit a measurement result to the network node, as shown in FIG. 2. The measurement result is included in the
cell measResults. Specifically, measurement results for ProSe radio resources refer to signaling measResultSidelink-
List-r13, and the signaling comprises two parts, one is IDs of different Sidelink resource pools, and the other is a
measurement result of each Sidelink resource pool. The specific structure is as follows.

[0061] Finally, the method 30 ends at step S340.
[0062] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram of a method executed by user equipment according to the present invention. As shown
in Fig. 4, a method 40 starts from step S410.
[0063] At S420, the user equipment receives ProSe resource measurement indication information from a network
node. The ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the
ProSe resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources.
[0064] At S430, the user equipment receives ProSe resource report configuration information from the network node.
Preferably, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event driving criterion trig-
gering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user equipment. The event
driving criterion may include, but is not limited to, the driving criteria for events S1-S7 described above, therefore it will
not be detailed herein again.
[0065] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information. The replacement indication information is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PS-
Cell in the event driving criterion with Sidelink. For example, one bit in high layer signaling may be used to indicate
whether to replace PCell/PSCell in measurement reporting events A1-A6 in cell ReportConfigEUTRA with Sidelink.
Specifically, it is possible to use signaling useSidelink-r13 for indication.
[0066] Finally, the method 40 ends at step S440.
[0067] Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of a network node according to the present invention. As shown in Fig. 5, the
network node 50 comprises a first transmitting unit 510 and a second transmitting unit 520.
[0068] The first transmitting unit 510 is configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement indication information to
UE. The ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of the ProSe
resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources.
[0069] The second transmitting unit 520 is configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement report configuration
information to UE. Preferably, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information comprises an event
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driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported by the user
equipment. The event driving criterion may include, but is not limited to, the driving criteria for events S1-S7 described
above, therefore it will not be detailed herein again.
[0070] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information. The replacement indication information is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PS-
Cell in the event driving criterion with Sidelink. For example, one bit in high layer signaling may be used to indicate
whether to replace PCell/PSCell in measurement reporting events A1-A6 in cell ReportConfigEUTRA with Sidelink.
Specifically, it is possible to use signaling useSidelink-r13 for indication.
[0071] Fig. 6 is a block diagram of user equipment according to the present invention. As shown in Fig. 6, the user
equipment 60 comprises a first receiving unit 610 and a second receiving unit 620.
[0072] The first receiving unit 610 is configured to receive ProSe resource measurement indication information from
a network node. The ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions
of the ProSe resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources.
[0073] The second receiving unit 620 is configured to receive ProSe resource measurement report configuration
information from the network node. Preferably, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information com-
prises an event driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported
by the user equipment. The event driving criterion may include, but is not limited to, the driving criteria for events S1-S7
described above, therefore it will not be detailed herein again.
[0074] In an embodiment, the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further comprises re-
placement indication information. The replacement indication information is used to indicate whether to replace PCell/PS-
Cell in the event driving criterion with Sidelink. For example, one bit in high layer signaling may be used to indicate
whether to replace PCell/PSCell in measurement reporting events A1-A6 in cell ReportConfigEUTRA with Sidelink.
Specifically, it is possible to use signaling useSidelink-r13 for indication.
[0075] The methods and related equipment according to the present invention have been described above in con-
junction with preferred embodiments. It should be understood by a person skilled in the art that the methods described
above are only exemplary. The method of the present invention is not limited to steps or sequences illustrated above.
The network node and user equipment illustrated above may also include more modules, for example, may further
include modules which can be developed or will be developed in future to be applied to a base station, an MME or UE.
Various identities shown above are only exemplary, not for limitation and the present invention is not limited to specific
information elements serving as examples of these identities. A person skilled in the art would be taught by the illustrated
embodiments to make many alterations and modifications.
[0076] It should be understood that the above embodiments of the present invention may be implemented through
software, hardware or combination of software and hardware. For example, various components of the base station and
user equipment in the above embodiments can be realized through a plurality of devices, and these devices include,
but are not limited to: an analog circuit device, a digital circuit device, a digital signal processing (DSP) circuit, a pro-
grammable processor, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), and a
complex programmable logic device (CPLD), and the like.
[0077] In this application, the "base station" refers to a mobile communication data and control switching center with
large transmission power and wide coverage area, including resource allocation scheduling, data receiving and trans-
mitting functions. The "user equipment" refers to a user mobile terminal, such as a terminal device that can perform
wireless communication with a base station or a micro base station, including a mobile phone, a notebook, or the like.
[0078] In addition, the embodiments of the present invention, disclosed herein, may be implemented on a computer
program product. More specifically, the computer program product is a product described as below. The product has a
computer-readable medium on which a computer program logic is encoded. The computer program logic provides
relevant operations to implement the above-described technical solution of the present invention when the product is
executed on a computing device. The computer program logic enables a processor to execute the operations (methods)
described in the embodiments of the present invention when the product is executed on at least one processor of a
computing system. Such an arrangement of the present invention is typically provided as software, a code, and/or other
data structures that are configured or encoded on a computer-readable medium, such as an optical medium (e.g., a
CD-ROM), a floppy disk or a hard disk, or, for example, firmware or other media of microcodes on one or more ROM or
RAM or PROM chips, or downloadable software images, shared database and the like in one or more modules. Software
or firmware or such configuration may be installed on a computing device such that one or more processors in the
computing device perform the technical solutions described in the embodiments of the present invention.
[0079] Although the present invention has been shown in connection with the preferred embodiments of the present
invention, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various modifications, substitutions and alterations may
be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the present invention
should not be defined by the above-described embodiments, but should be defined by the appended claims and their
equivalents.
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Claims

1. A method executed by a network node, comprising:

transmitting ProSe resource measurement indication information to user equipment, wherein the ProSe resource
measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of ProSe resources in a
time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources; and
transmitting ProSe resource measurement report configuration information to the user equipment.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information com-
prises an event driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content reported
by the user equipment.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further
comprises replacement indication information, used to indicate whether to replace a PCell/PSCell in the event driving
criterion with a Sidelink.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is greater than an absolute
threshold.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is less than an absolute
threshold.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset
of a serving PCell/PSCell.

7. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than an absolute
threshold.

8. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving PCell/PSCell is less than an absolute
threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another absolute threshold.

9. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset
of a SCell.

10. The method according to claim 2, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is less than an absolute
threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another absolute threshold.

11. A network node, comprising:

a first transmitting unit, configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement indication information to user
equipment, wherein the ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating
the positions of ProSe resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on
the ProSe resources; and
the second transmitting unit, configured to transmit ProSe resource measurement report configuration informa-
tion to the user equipment.

12. The network node according to claim 11, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
comprises an event driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content
reported by the user equipment.
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13. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
further comprises replacement indication information, used to indicate whether to replace a PCell/PSCell in the
event driving criterion with a Sidelink.

14. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is greater than an absolute
threshold.

15. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is less than an absolute
threshold.

16. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset
of a serving PCell/PSCell.

17. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than an absolute
threshold.

18. The network according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving PCell/PSCell is less than an absolute
threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another absolute threshold.

19. The network node according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a neighbor Sidelink is greater than the offset
of a SCell.

20. The network according to claim 12, wherein the event driving criterion comprises:
triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report when a serving Sidelink is less than an absolute
threshold and a neighbor Sidelink is greater than another absolute threshold.

21. A method executed by user equipment, comprising:

receiving ProSe resource measurement indication information from a network node, wherein the ProSe resource
measurement indication information comprises information indicating the positions of ProSe resources in a
time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the ProSe resources; and
receiving the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information from a network node.

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
comprises an event driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content
reported by the user equipment.

23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information further
comprises replacement indication information, used to indicate whether to replace a PCell/PSCell in the event driving
criterion with a Sidelink.

24. User equipment, comprising:

a first receiving unit, configured to receive ProSe resource measurement indication information from a network
node, wherein the ProSe resource measurement indication information comprises information indicating the
positions of ProSe resources in a time-frequency domain and identity information of reference signals on the
ProSe resources; and
a second receiving unit, configured to receive ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
from the network node.

25. The user equipment according to claim 24, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
comprises an event driving criterion triggering the user equipment to transmit a measurement report and content
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reported by the user equipment.

26. The user equipment according to claim 25, wherein the ProSe resource measurement report configuration information
further comprises replacement indication information, used to indicate whether to replace a PCell/PSCell in the
event driving criterion with a Sidelink.
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